Abstract—SDN technology has arrived to solve several limitations of standard networks such as flexibility, scalability and programmability. In a data center environment, adopting the SDN approach where switches are statically linked to controllers creates load balancing problems. This issue is due to the traffic variation between controllers and switches, which influences the response time of the controllers. In this paper, we propose a dynamic assignment of switches to controllers by formulating the problem as a one-to-many matching game with a minimum quota that each controller has to achieve. This quota represents the utilization of the processing capacity of the controller. In addition, an efficient algorithm is defined to ensure a stable matching between switches and controllers in order to maintain load balancing and reduce the latency of controllers. Numerical results confirm the performance of our proposed model compared to a static assignment of switches in terms of load balancing and minimization of the response time especially, when the network becomes too loaded.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Currently, several approaches are emerging, which promise to increase the agility of the network and the management of its resources. Software Defined Networking (SDN) is part of these new technologies. The concept on which it is based consists of decoupling the control plane and the data plane, which makes possible to converge the network administration to a centralized and extensible orchestration platform capable to automate the supply and the configuration of the entire infrastructure. Thus, the control plane is placed in a controller (e.g. Beacon [10], Floodlight [11], OpenDaylight [12], Ryu [13]), which has visibility over the entire network, including the hosts that are connected to it. Furthermore, a global view of the network’s topology. In Software Defined Networking pushing all the control functionalities to a centralized controller may pose scalability and resilience problems [1], because the size of the network grows so at some point the controller cannot handle all the received requests from the data plane. To address such problems and to avoid a single point of failure the control plane is implemented as a distributed system (e.g. HyperFlow [14], OpenDaylight [12], Onix [15], NVP [16]). In such architecture, the switch-controller mapping is static. Thus, it can present a suboptimal use of resources due to the frequently variation of traffic in

Several researches have been focused on improving the behavior of the control plane in order to adapted it to changes in the network’s characteristics (e.g. Topology, links, load,... etc.). They aim providing more scalability by solving issues related to the connections between the two planes that influence the latency of the system.

The authors in [6] provide a solution that combines the dynamic switch-controller association and dynamic control devolution while maintaining a reasonable wait time in queues. This trade-off aims to reduce the communication cost between data and control planes and the computational cost spent by the switch to process its requests locally. For this purpose, they propose a Greedy algorithm based on a stochastic optimization problem which its used to make a scheduling decision that consists of either uploading requests to controllers or adding them to the local queue of the switch. Bari et al. [7] formulated the dynamic controller provisioning in a WAN as an Integer Linear Program in order to minimize flow setup time and communication overhead. They propose two algorithm (DCP-GK and DCP-SA) to re-assign switches to controllers taking into consideration the switch-controller exchange cost, inter-controller synchronization cost and switch re-assignment cost. The work in [8] responses to
the dynamic assignment question by building an elastic distributed controller architecture. This solution increases and decreases the pool of controllers according to traffic conditions. They also propose an efficient protocol to migrate a switch from an overloaded controller to another less loaded. In [9], the dynamic assignment problem of controllers is studied in a data center environment. They identify the possibility of reducing response time of the controllers and balancing the load between them by formulated the problem as an optimization problem. Thus, for solving this problem and ensuring the performance of the mapping between switches and controllers they use game theory since it is a powerful technique for decision-making in communication networks as presented in [21], [25] and [22]. Therefore, they propose a two-phase algorithm that connects the many-to-one stable matching problem with coalition game in which switches participate to achieve a Nash stable solution [3]. However, applying the second phase of the algorithm (coalition game), which is essential for load balancing is very costly in terms of network’s traffic load since the switch migration from one controller to another requires to exchange several messages. This work inspired us to exploit the first phase and abandon the coalition game. Accordingly, to achieve the load balancing we propose the utilization of the minimum quotas for each controller.

Our contribution consists in presenting a new method to associate switches to the SDN controllers. This approach aims to minimize the latency [2] between controllers and their switches by ensuring the balancing of their loads. First, the problem is formulated as an optimization problem to minimize the total response time of the control plane. Then, to solve this problem a one-to-many matching game with minimum resource utilization is defined in which each controller must reach its minimum quota in terms of requests transmitted by the switches in order to balance the network’s load. Moreover, we propose an algorithm that allows the assignment of all switches to the controllers. The assignment is based on the number of requests that are going to be transmitted taking into account that the processing capacity of controllers will not be exceeded. To achieve a balanced load, controllers should approve switches’ requests such that the minimum resource utilization and capacity constraints are met.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section II defines the structure of the network and formulates the optimization problem. Section III describes the matching game approach as a solution and establishes the proposed algorithm. Section IV presents the analysis of the results. Finally, section V end this paper with a conclusion.

II. System Model

A. Response Time Model

In a physically distributed architecture of the control plane within a datacenter we consider a set of controllers denoted by \( C = \{c_1, c_2, ..., c_n\} \), \(|C| = n\), where \(|\cdot|\) denotes the set cardinality. Each controller is characterized by a number of requests that it can handle in one time unit called the processing capacity \( \alpha = \{\alpha_{c_1}, \alpha_{c_2}, ..., \alpha_{c_n}\} \). The data plane consists of a set of switches, \( S = \{s_1, s_2, ..., s_m\} \), \(|S| = m\). The set of switches managed by the controller \( c_j \) is denoted by \( S_{c_j} \), where \( c_j \in C \) and \( S_{c_j} \subseteq S \). In a data center, the switches are not in a same level compared to a controller so, we define \( d_{ij} \) as hop distance which refers to the number of intermediary switches that separate the switch \( s_i \) and controller \( c_j \).

To calculate the response time of a controller we used the work that has been done in [9]. Let \( l_i(t) \) be the load generated by the switch \( s_i \in S \) in terms of the requests sent to the controller. Thus, the load of controller \( c_j \) at time \( t \) can be represented by:

\[
L_{c_j}(t) = \sum_{i=1}^{\|S_c_j\|} l_i(t) \quad (1)
\]

Since the arrival times of the requests are distributed according to a Poisson process [9] and the processing times (service times) are independent of each other and independent of the arrival process, the controller can be modeled as an \( M/M/1 \) queue [17]. Therefore, the average sojourn time in the system (the \( j^{th} \) controller) by applying Little’s law is:

\[
\frac{1}{\alpha_{c_j} - L_{c_j}}
\]

As mentioned in [2], the propagation delay within a datacenter depends on the physical properties of medium and on the various functions applied to the packet. In general, the processing delays of the controller dominate propagation delays. Accordingly, the response time of the controller is modeled as the processing time that can be considered as the sojourn time (waiting time + service time). We denote the response time of the \( c_j \) controller at time slot \( t \) as \( T_{res,c_j} \):\n
\[
T_{res,c_j}(t) = \frac{1}{\alpha_{c_j} - L_{c_j}(t)} \quad (2)
\]

The processing capacity \( \alpha_{c_j} \) differs from one controller to another and the number of requests received by the controller does not depend on the number of switches it manages. Thus, based on the load of the controller \( L_{c_j} \) in a time slot \( t \), we can calculate the utilization rate of the processing capacity, which we have called the resource utilization and can be represented as follows:

\[
U_{c_j}(t) = \frac{L_{c_j}(t)}{\alpha_{c_j}} \quad (3)
\]

B. Problem Formulation

Our primary objective is to minimize the response time of the controller while ensuring the load balancing among controllers. For this purpose, the assignment of switches to controllers must take into account the use of the controller’s resource defined in equation (3). Thus, we formulate the following optimization problem:
as a one-to-many matching relation, \( \mu \) controllers and S for switches, a mapping conditions: quota is important to balance the network’s load. The objective terms of the number of requests to be managed. The minimum problem have a minimum quota according to preference relations. In our case, the matching matching game. Such game is a two-sided assignment and switches we present a solution based on one-to-many

A. Game formulation

To resolve the association problem between controllers and switches transmitted by the switches. As a solution, the matching game constraints (5-6), \( \mu(s_i) \) denotes the current controller to which the switch \( s_i \) is associated.

Definition 2. A switch-controller pair \( (s_i, c_j) \) is said to be a blocking pair of the matching \( \mu \), if and only if:

1- \( s_i \succ c_j \) for some \( s_i \in S \).
2- \( c_j \succ s_i \), \( \mu(s_i) \).

The matching is stable if there is no incentive for any pair to deviate from \( \mu \), which means there is no blocking pair.

B. Preference Relations of the Switches and controllers

A matching game is characterized by the preference relations in which, each player has a preference profile over the players of the other set. In our problem each switch \( s_i \) has a preference list \( \succ s_i \) over controllers, while each controller \( c_j \) has a priority relation \( \succ c_j \) over switches.

As mentioned in [9] the switches build their preferences based on the response time that the controller can provide. However, using only the response time will generate the same preference lists for all switches while they are not. For this, the preference list of the switches will be based on the response time defined in equation (2) multiplied by the hop distance \( d_{ij} \). Therefore the preference relations of switches are:

\[
 c_j \succ s_i, s_i' \iff T_{res,c_j} * d_{ij} \leq T_{res,s_i'} * d_{ij} \tag{9}
\]

Each switch \( s_i \) classifies its preferred controllers in an ascending order starting with the controller that provides the best product result of response time and hop distance. In addition, the processing capacity \( \alpha_{c_j} \) of each classified controller must be equal at least to the number of requests \( l_i(t) \) that the switch transmits in the time slot \( t \).

On the other side, the controllers define their preferences lists over switches with respect to the number of requests that must not exceed the maximum of the processing capacity as well as, the hop distance separating them. To this end, the preference relations of the controllers are defined as follow:

\[
 s_i \succ c_j, s_i' \iff l_i * d_{ij} \leq l_i' * d_{i'j} \text{ where,} \quad L_{c_j}(t) + l_i(t) \leq \alpha_{c_j}, \tag{10}
\]

Each controller \( c_j \) classifies its preferred switches in an ascending order starting with the switches which have the smallest load to be transmitted and which are closer.

To satisfy the minimum resource utilization (minimum quota) of the controllers in our matching problem a special mechanism is required. Thus, Daniel et al. [18] propose a Multi Stage Deferred Acceptance (MSDA) algorithm that

\[
\min \sum_{c_j \in C} T_{res,c_j}(t) \tag{4}
\]

\[
\sum_{i \in S} l_i(t) \leq \alpha_{c_j}, \forall c_j \in C \tag{5}
\]

\[
U_{c_j}(t) \geq U_{c_j}^{min}, \forall c_j \in C \tag{6}
\]

\[
S_{c_j} \cap S_{c_j'} = \emptyset, \forall j \neq j', S_{c_j} \subseteq S \text{ and } S_{c_j'} \subseteq S \tag{7}
\]

\[
\bigcup_{c_j \in C} S_{c_j} = S \tag{8}
\]

Where \( U_{c_j}^{min} \) represents the minimum utilization of the controller capacity. This threshold represents a minimum quota in terms of the number of requests to be managed. The minimum quota is important to balance the network’s load. The objective function (4) minimizes as much as possible the response time, while the constraints are used to ensure the following conditions:

- Constraint (5) guarantees that the capacity of any controller is not exceeded. The processing capacity \( \alpha_{c_j} \) can be considered as the maximum quota of the controllers.
- Constraint (6) allows to maintain the load on each controller upper certain threshold, which avoids having an overloaded controller while others are not.
- Constraint (7) ensures that each switch maintains connectivity with a single master controller.
- Constraint (8) guarantees that all switches are assigned to the controllers.

In order to periodically balance the load between the controllers, the assignment of the switches to the controllers should be dynamic taking into consideration the current load within the controllers as well as the load that would be transmitted by the switches. As a solution, the matching game allows a stable association between the controllers and the switches.

III. MATCHING GAME SOLUTION WITH MINIMUM RESOURCE UTILIZATION

A. Game formulation

To resolve the association problem between controllers and switches we present a solution based on one-to-many matching game. Such game is a two-sided assignment problem between two disjoint sets of players where each player can be adapted to several players of the opposite set according to preference relations. In our case, the matching problem have a minimum quota \( U_{c_j}^{min} \), which must be taken into account.

Definition 1. Given two disjoint finite sets of players, C for controllers and S for switches, a mapping \( \mu \) can be defined as a one-to-many matching relation, \( \mu : C \rightarrow S \) that satisfies: i-\( \forall c_j \in C, \mu(c_j) \subseteq S \)

\[
\forall s_i \in S, \mu(s_i) \in C \tag{ii}
\]

\[
\mu(s_i) = c_j, \text{ if and only if } s_i \in \mu(c_j). \tag{iii}
\]

Where, for each controller \( c_j \), the request arrival rate of each assigned switches must not exceed the processing capacity \( \alpha_{c_j} \) and, must achieve at least the minimum resource utilization (constraints 5-6). \( \mu(s_i) \) denotes the current controller to which the switch \( s_i \) is associated.

\[
\forall c_j \in C, \mu(c_j) \subseteq S \tag{iv}
\]
explicitly uses the minimum quota. This algorithm introduces the notion of precedence list that ranks all switches in an order that depends on the studied problem. The usefulness of this list is to define which switches may have to be assigned to a lower ranked controller. In our case we call the precedence list Load List (LL) and, it contains switches ranked according to the load they generate in a descending order. In other words, we give a higher priority to a switch having a higher load so that it will be assigned to its preferred controller.

\[ s_i \succ LL s' \Leftrightarrow l_i(t) \geq l_{i'}(t), \forall s_i, s' \in S \quad (11) \]

With the MSAD algorithm, the standard definition of the blocking pairs will have an additional requirement that the switch \( s_i \) envy toward \( s_{i'} \) if it has a higher priority than switch \( s_{i'} \). Accordingly, Definition 2, become: The pair \((s_i, c_j)\) forms a PL-blocking pair of the matching if the following conditions are satisfied.

1. \( s_i \succ c_j s' \) and \( s_i \succ LL s' \) for some \( s' \in S \).
2. \( c_j \succ c_j \mu(s_j) \).

Note that with this new definition we can say a matching \( \mu \) is PL-fair if no switch-controller pair can form a PL-blocking pair.

C. Proposed algorithm

Our one-to-many matching algorithm inspired from [18] in which each switch has the right to choose one controller as his master according to its preference list (9), and each controller can admit a number of switches respecting the minimum resource utilization \( U_{c_j}^{\min} \) (3) and its processing capacity \( \alpha_{c_j} \). The matching with minimum quotas described in Algorithm 1, works by applying successively the following procedure.

The input is defined by the switches’ and controllers’ preference lists, the maximum and the minimum quotas of each controller \( q_{c_j}^{max}, q_{c_j}^{min} \). After initialization, the MSDA mechanism run until the Load List is not empty. In each stage \( k \), we define in step 3 and 4 the set of temporarily reserved switches \( R_k \) having the lowest priority in the Load List such that the sum of their loads is less than or equal \( r_k \). It can be seen that when the value of \( R \) tends to 0 the MSDA algorithm becomes approximately similar to the standard Deferred Acceptance Algorithm in which all the switches will participate in the matching game during the first stage. In step 5 we check if there are still switches after reserving some of them to satisfy the minimum quotas. We apply the standard Deferred Acceptance Algorithm (DAA) on those switches. If not, it means that the minimum quotas is equal to the not yet assigned switches. Therefore, we run the DAA to ensure the assignment of switches to controllers who have not yet reached their minimum quota [19]. In steps 8 and 9 we define the new quotas for the controllers. The output of the algorithm is a set of the specific matchings at each stage defined by \( \mu(c_j) = \bigcup_{k=1}^{R} \mu^k(c_j), \forall c_j \in C \).

Algorithm 1 Proposed Controller Assignment algorithm

| Inputs: | \( \succ LL, \succ_s, \forall s_i \in S, \alpha_{c_j} \equiv q_{c_j}^{max}, q_{c_j}^{min}, \forall c_j \in C \). |
| Outputs: | \( \mu(c_j), \forall c_j \in C \). |
| 1: Initialize: | \( \mu(c_j) = \emptyset, R^0 = LL, q_{c_j}^{k, max} = q_{c_j}^{max}, q_{c_j}^{k, min} = q_{c_j}^{min}, \forall c_j \in C \). |
| 2: while \( LL \neq \emptyset \) do |
| 3: \( r_k = \sum_{c_j} q_{c_j}^{k, min} \) |
| 4: \( R_k = \{s_{i_1}, ..., \} \) where, \( \sum_{i=1}^{R_k} l_i(t) \leq r_k \) |
| 5: if \( (R_{k-1} \setminus R_k \neq \emptyset) \) run the standard DA algorithm on the switches in \( R_{k-1} \setminus R_k \) with maximum quotas for the controllers equal to \( q_{c_j}^{k, max}, \forall c_j \in C \) Moreover, remove them from LL liste. |
| 6: else run the standard DA algorithm on the switches in \( R_k \) with maximum quotas for the controllers equal to \( q_{c_j}^{k, min}, \forall c_j \in C \) Moreover, remove them from LL liste. |
| 7: end if |
| 8: \( q_{c_j}^{k, max} = q_{c_j}^{k-1, max} - \sum_{i=1}^{\mu^k(c_j)} l_i(t) \) |
| 9: \( q_{c_j}^{k, min} = \max(0, q_{c_j}^{k-1, min} - \sum_{i=1}^{\mu^k(c_j)} l_i(t)) \) |
| 10: end while |
| 11: \( \mu(c_j) = \bigcup_{k=1}^{R} \mu^k(c_j), \forall c_j \in C \) |
| 12: \( \mu(s_i) = k(s_i), \forall s_i \in S \), where \( k(s_i) \) is the stage at which switch \( s_i \) participated. |

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

To illustrate the proposed algorithm we adopted a data center architecture composed by \( n = 5 \) controllers and \( m = 300 \) switches which is equivalent to a commercial data center [20]. Each controller has a capacity equal to 12K flows/s, which is sufficient to support the maximum load of the network. In each time slot \( t \) we take into consideration that each controller can already be loaded at a certain threshold. According to [20], a switch in such a system can receive a number of new flow ranging between 1000 and 5000 and, the hop distance \( d_{ij} \) changes between 1 and 5, \( d_{ij} = 1 \) means that the switch is directly connected to the controller.

In order to assess the performances of our algorithm in terms of minimization of the response time as well as the load balancing we compared it with the static matching. In the static matching we define a specific topology considering that each controller can handle the maximum load generated by the set of switches it manages. In the first two simulations we vary the load of the system and observe its behavior. In the third simulation, the level of utilization of the processing capacity of each controller is plotted in the two type of association.
Fig. 2 shows a scalability evaluation of the two matching models in terms of response time (equation 2) under a variable traffic load. In this experiment, we increased the arrival rate of the flows and the average response time of the various controllers is observed \( \sum_{c_j \in C} \frac{T_{res, c_j}}{n} \). It is clear that the response time in dynamic association increases slightly when the load increases however, the controllers response time in the static assignment increases severely when the system become too loaded. A very big difference is observed when approaching to the 5000 flows.

Fig. 3 illustrates the level of utilization of the capacity of each controller (equation 3) in the static and dynamic association. As depicted, our many-to-one matching game can ensure a balanced distribution of the load, which its not guaranteed in the static association, in which some controllers are over-exploited, e.g. the controller \( c_2 \) and \( c_5 \) are too loaded compared to the others. \( (U_{c_2} \approx 0.8) \). This could affect the subsequent arrival flows that will be processed by these controllers within a significant delay.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper studied the association problem between switches and controllers. We started with the formulation of the problem and proposed an optimization approach that aims to minimize the response time of the SDN controllers. Then, we solved this problem by resorting a one-to-many matching game with a minimum quota constraint to ensure the load balancing among controllers. Moreover, we designed a fair algorithm where the performance constraints that are crucial in the assignment operation, such as load balancing according the minimum quota and the respect of the processing capacity which must not be exceeded, were considered. The performance of the proposed solution is validated through a comparison with the static association of switches to the controllers. Numerical analysis proved that the dynamic relationship between the control plane and the data plane confirms the minimization of the response time. Therefore, the use of the minimum quota is appropriate to maintain a good distribution of the network’s load.
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